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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE 

Learn, Achieve and Inspire" are the three words that epitomize
the spirit of our school. I feel privileged in addressing you and
communicating the fact that without this institution has made
rapid strides in making education vibrant and viable. The
dedication, resolve, foresight, and acumen of the
Management and the Staff members, who have collaborated
superbly as a team, has made the institution advance into the
present stature and magnitude.
Our goal has always been blending skillfully, modernity with
traditional value systems so as to build up a generation who
participates actively in the development of society by
maintaining strong interpersonal relationships. I feel honored to
be in charge of a seat of learning that can mold the most
significant resource of any nation, young and impressionable
human minds. We recognize the need for a global perspective in
life and we sincerely hope that our students, not only excel in
their professional aspirations but also remain beautiful human
beings.

Mr. Bharat Gupta



SECRETARY'S MESSAGE 

For a society to have a sustainable future it should be able to
replenish itself with people who specialize in being creative in
order to become innovative and enterprising future leaders in
their respective fields and bring about a brighter tomorrow.
Our commitment is to provide a safe, positive, and
intellectual learning environment. In addition, it will empower
students to become problem solvers, critical thinkers and
inspired learners who are well prepared for life.
We also encourage involvement in various extra-curricular
activities held at the school. GIS is a dynamic and progressive
educational institution that aims to provide the best possible
education to the students. Similarly, we also promote sound
values and a disciplined environment. Our objective is to provide
students with the opportunity to serve, lead, and fulfill their
potential in all spheres so that they can take their place and
succeed in the modern world. This philosophy enables us to assist
students to be responsible, independent thinkers and fosters an
environment that enables both students and facilitators to
maximize their learning opportunities.

Mr. Dharmender Goel



HEADMISTRESS'S MESSAGE 

Education is the most powerful tool to achieve
your high goals and desires In life. Every child is
important and blessed with some qualities.
Our focus is to provide a stimulating, learning,
challenging, positive, and healthy environment for
our students so that they can spread their wings
and achieve Honour, Excellence & Pride.
We create opportunities and a creative learning
environment that fosters the pursuit of high
standards throughout all areas of the curriculum.
I believe that a motivational & encouraging
approach always helps students to become
successful learners and to grow into individuals who
will confidently take their places in society.

Ms. Arunima Shukla



Well Structured Activity Area.
Swimming Pool
Music & Dance Room, Art & Craft Room,
Sports Room
Book Room
Fully AC and LAN Enabled classrooms
Full Electricity Backup
Outdoor & Indoor games
Practice Court for Cricket
Judo Coach
Security Guards 24*7
Transport Facility is GPS enabled with
Hi-tech Mobile Tracking System
Active school portals:- School website,
Youtube &
Facebook page
Well Structured and Organized
Classroom
Healthy, Positive, Caring &
Supportive Environment

Infrastructure



Scholastic Activities

Academics is the base of Human Resource Development. GISR Team is
using innovative techniques to enhance students Conceptual Skills. We
identify students potential and scaffold them for their better learning.

Work Education
Book Room
Story telling
Club Activity
Abacus & Vedic Maths
English Conversation Classes
Outside Classroom Activities
Educational Workshops
Open house
Orientation & Workshops for parents
Extempore

The school strives to maintain excellence in academics, so that in
today's competitive world the students may be able to proceed to
institutions of higher learning of their choice, in India and abroad. Our
perspective of Holistic Development in children focuses on addressing
all of the needs in a child's life. Our curriculum designed especially for
early childhood's unique needs, abilities and interests. Our curriculum
is based on the multi-sensorial approach, detailed illustration, a
comprehensive curriculum encompassing key early childhood content
areas.  The teaching learning approach in

our school is based on the objectives
of the early childhood education
while the methodology is
experimental in activities. Our school
conducts numerous co-scholastic
activities, which are concerned with
the holistic assessment of
learners.We provide a theme based
learning which emphasis on choosing
a specific theme for learning one or
many concepts. Our classroom decor
is based on theme based learning
where our students can feel
connected to the theme being taught.

 The school curriculum is well planned and designed as per CBSE
guidelines, to bring about a wholesome development of students. The
list of aforementioned areas is endless but a few have been selected to
convey the message of our sincere endeavours.



School today is no longer confined to class room instruction. We believe
that school is much more than scholastics. To pave the way for such non-
cognitive learning we organize a variety of competitions and cultural
events which also support formal learning. A sense of belonging and
loyalty are promoted in the students by dividing them into four different
houses namely, Truth, Valour, Honesty and Strength.

Various clubs such as Music, Dance, Dramatics, Computer, Literary,
Sports, etc.
Drawing, Coloring, Art and Craft.
Regular activity based education is carried out which help the students
in better understanding of the subject matter.
Investiture Ceremony
Grand Parents day
Excursions and Educational trips are organised all through the year.
Orientation of Parents.
Specialized coaching in Cricket, Table-Tennis, Basketball, Volleyball,
Badminton, Skating, Judo etc.
Music and Dance
Regular Meditation & Yoga camps.
Enriching Workshops for

       students & teachers
National & International Day

       Celebration
Regular Meditation & Yoga
Regular Inter School and

       Intra-School Competitions

Co-Scholastic Activities



No. 1 in Sports
Individual & Special Attention for
every child.
Learning with fun and visuals using
the Smart Class.
Full exposure to students
Transparent Communication with
Parents
Well Educated and Trained Faculty

Highlights

Celebrations
Sports Day
Grandparents day
Investiture Ceremony
Diwali Celebration
Dussehra Celebration
Independence day
Janmashtmi Celebration
Christmas Day



Our Faculty
The entire faculty is highly qualified, and trained the very
purpose of education. Regular seminars and workshops are
conducted to update the staff's knowledge in the field of
education. The student teacher ratio is so maintained that
each student gets individual attention.

Parental Involvement
formal parent/teacher consultations are held regularly. A final annual report clearly outlines the
child's progress relation to curriculum targets and areas of learning and development. The school
is keen that parents feel welcomed school and very much values the time and energy they are able
to give as volunteers.

Goals
Social & Emotional Development

SENSE OF SELF
Show the ability to separate from
family and adjust to new situations.
Demonstrate appropriate trust in
adults.
Recognize / express own feelings and
respond appropriately. Stand up
for own beliefs.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF AND OTHER
Demonstrate self-direction and
independence.
Take responsibility for own well
being.
Respect and care for classroom
environment and materials.
Follow classroom routines and rules.

PRE-SOCIAL
Play well with others.
Develop friendships.
Recognize the feelings of others and
respond appropriately.
Share and respect the rights of
others.
Use thinking skills to resolve
conflicts.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Gross Motor

Demonstrate basic loco-motor skills
(running, jumping, galloping etc.)
Show balance while moving.
Climb up and down the play
equipment.
Demonstrate throwing, kicking and
catching skills.

Fine Motor
Strengthen and control small muscles
in hands.
Co-ordinate eye-hand movement.
Use tools for writing and drawing.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
Learning and Problem Solving

Observe objects and events with
curiosity.
Is flexible when approaching problems,
use multiple strategies.
Show persistence when approaching
tasks.
Apply knowledge and experiences to
new context.

Logical Thinking
Classify objects.
Compare and measure objects.
Arrange objects in a series.
Show awareness of time concepts and
sequence
Use one to one correspondence
Use numbers and counting

Representation and Symbolic Thinking
Take on pretend roles and situations
Make and interpret representation

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Listening and Speaking

Hear and discriminate the sound of
language
Express self using words and expanded
sentences
Understand and follow oral directions
Ask questions
Participate as an equal partner in
conversation

Reading and Writing
Enjoy and value reading
Demonstrate and understanding of
print concepts
Demonstrate knowledge of the
alphabet
Use emerging reading skills to make
meaning from print Comprehend and
interpret meaning from books and other
texts
Write letters and words
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